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\S 1. Wenzl’s $(k,l)$-diagran representations
(1.1) Throughout this note, we assume $q$ to be a non-zero complex number. Let $\mathrm{N}$ ,
$\mathrm{Z},$ $\mathrm{R},$
$\mathrm{C}$ be the set of natural numbers, the additive group of integers, the field of real
numbers, the field of complex numbers, respectively, For $n\in \mathrm{N}$ , define $\mathrm{H}_{n}(q)$ to be the
$\mathrm{C}$-algebra (with 1) by the generators $T_{i},$ $1\leq i\leq n-1$ , and the relations:
$\langle T_{i^{-}}q)(T_{i}+1)=0,$ $T_{i}\tau_{i1}+Ti=Ti+1T\.\tau i+1_{\}}\tau_{;}\tau j=T_{j}T_{i}(|i-j|\geq 2)$ .
The algebra $\mathrm{H}_{n}(q)$ is called the $Iwah_{\mathit{0}\dot{\mathcal{H}}}$ -Hecke algebra af type $\mathrm{A}_{n}$ . Let $\mathrm{C}^{\cross}=\mathrm{C}\backslash \{0\}$ and
$\mathrm{N}’=\mathrm{N}\backslash \{1\}$ . Let 1: $\mathrm{C}^{\cross}arrow \mathrm{N}’\cup\{\infty\}$ be the map such that
$1(q)=\{$
$\min\{a\in \mathrm{N}’|q^{a}=1\}$ if $\prod_{\gamma=2}(\sum_{=}\iota t-t01q^{t})=0$ for some $s\in \mathrm{N}’$ ,
$+\infty$ otherwise.
Let $\mathrm{Z}_{+}=\{0\}\cup \mathrm{N}$ . Put $\mathrm{Z}_{+}^{\infty}=\{(x_{1}, X_{2}, \ldots\rangle\in \mathrm{Z}^{\infty}|x_{i}\in \mathrm{Z}_{+}(i\in \mathrm{N})\}$ . For $i\in \mathrm{N}$ ,
let $p_{\dot{2}}$ : $\mathrm{Z}_{+}^{\infty}arrow \mathrm{Z}_{+}$ be the map such that $p_{i}(x_{1}x_{2}, \ldots)=x_{i}$ . An element $\lambda$ of $\mathrm{Z}_{+}^{\infty}$
is called a partition if $p_{i}(\lambda\rangle$ $\geq p_{i+\mathrm{I}}(\lambda\rangle$ for any $i\in \mathrm{N}$ and there exists $j\in \mathrm{N}$ such
that $p_{j}(\lambda)=0$ . Let A be the set of partitions. Let $\mathrm{k}$ : $\Lambdaarrow \mathrm{Z}_{+}$ be the map such
that $\mathrm{k}(\lambda)=\min\{j\in \mathrm{N}|p_{j}(\lambda)=0\}-1$. Let $\mathrm{n}$ : A $arrow \mathrm{Z}_{+}$ be the map such that
$\mathrm{n}(\lambda)=\Sigma_{i=\mathrm{t}}^{+\infty}pi(\lambda)$ . For $n\in \mathrm{Z}_{+}$ , let $\Lambda_{n}=\{\lambda\in\Lambda|\mathrm{n}(\lambda)=n\}$ . For $k\in \mathrm{Z}_{+}$ , let
$\Lambda^{k}=\{\lambda\in\Lambda|\mathrm{k}(\lambda)=k\}$.
(1.2) Let $\phi=(0,0, \ldots)\in\Lambda$, and let $\Lambda’=\Lambda\backslash \{\phi\}$ . For $l\in \mathrm{N}’\cup\{+\infty\}$ , let
$\Lambda^{(l)}=\{\phi\}\cup\{\lambda\in\Lambda’|\mathrm{k}(\lambda)\leq l-1, p1(\lambda)-p\mathrm{k}(\lambda)(\lambda)\leq l-\mathrm{k}(\lambda)\}$ .
For $k,$ $1\leq k\leq l-1$ , let $\Lambda^{(k,l)}=\bigcup_{a=\ddagger}^{k}(\Lambda^{a}\mathrm{n}\Lambda^{(l+}a-k))$ . Note that $\Lambda^{(l)}=\bigcup_{1\leq k\leq l-}1\Lambda(k,l)$ and
$\Lambda^{(+\infty)}=\Lambda$ . Let $\Lambda_{n}^{(l)}=\Lambda^{(l)}\cap\Lambda_{n}$ and $\Lambda_{n}^{(k,l)}=\Lambda^{(k,l}$) $\cap\Lambda_{n}$ . The element $\lambda\in\Lambda$ will also be
denoted by
$[1^{\{\{i\}p_{1}}(\lambda)\mathrm{x}1\}\{2\{\mathrm{t}^{i\mathrm{k}\langle)_{-^{2}}}1\lambda\wedge\}\mathrm{I}\ldots]$
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if $\lambda\in\Lambda’$ , and tO] if $\lambda=\phi$ . For example, we have $\Lambda_{0}^{(\rangle}|=\{[0]\},$ $\Lambda_{1}^{(l)}=\{[1]\}$ and
$\Lambda_{2}^{(l)}=\mathrm{t}[2],$ $[l^{2}]\}$ .
(1.3) For $\mu,$ $\lambda\in\Lambda$ , we write $\mu\subset^{(k_{)}l)}\lambda$ if $\mu,$ $\lambda\in\Lambda^{(k,1\rangle}$ and $p_{i}(\mu)\leq p_{i}(\lambda)$ for any $i$ ,
$1\leq i\leq k$ . We write $\mu\subset_{+1}^{(k,l)}\lambda$ if $\mu\subset^{(k,l)}\lambda$ and $\mathrm{n}(\mu)=\mathrm{n}(\lambda)-1$ . For $\mu \mathrm{c}_{+1}^{(k,1)}\lambda$, put
$\mathrm{r}(\mu, \lambda)=\sum_{i=0}^{+\infty}i\cdot(p_{i}(\lambda)-p_{i}(\mu))$, and $\mathrm{c}(\mu, \lambda)=p_{\mathrm{P}(\mu+1},\iota_{\rangle}(\mathrm{C}^{\langle k}\lambda)\lambda)$ .
(1.4) For $\mu\subset^{(k,\prime)}\lambda$ , we set $\mathrm{n}(\lambda/\mu.)=\mathrm{n}(\lambda)-\mathrm{n}(\mu)$ , and call an element $(\lambda_{0}, \lambda_{1}, \ldots, \lambda_{\mathrm{L}(\lambda/})\mu)$
of $\Lambda_{\mathrm{z}\mathrm{n}(\lambda)}\cross\Lambda_{\mathrm{m}(\lambda)+1}\cross\cdots \mathrm{x}\Lambda_{\mathrm{n}(\lambda\rangle}$ a ( $k,$ $l\rangle$ -standard tabuleau of $\lambda/\mu$ if $\lambda_{0}=\mu,$ $\lambda_{\mathrm{n}(\lambda/\mu}$ ) $=\cdot\lambda$
and $\lambda_{i}\subset_{+1}^{(k,1)}\lambda_{i+1},1\leq i\leq \mathrm{n}(\lambda/\mu)-1$ . Let STab$(k,l\rangle(\lambda)$ denote the set of $(k, l)$-standard
tableaux of $\lambda/\mu$ .
(1.5) A standard tabuleau $(\lambda_{\mathrm{Q}}, \lambda_{1}, \ldots, \lambda\lambda/\#))\theta(\in \mathrm{S}\mathrm{T}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{b}^{(k,l)}(\lambda/\mu)$ will also be denoted by
the table such that the i-th Arabic figure is put on $(\mathrm{r}(\lambda_{\grave{l}-\iota}, \lambda_{\dot{i}}),$ $\mathrm{C}(\lambda i-1, \lambda_{i}))$-position.
(1.6) Exanple.
STab$(2,\iota)([2^{1}3^{1}]/[1])=$ $\backslash \prime \mathrm{t}_{34}^{1213}\{^{24}21341414232323231\mathrm{a}_{4}114424\{_{13}12243\mathrm{i}$ $\mathrm{i}\mathrm{f}l=3\mathrm{i}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{f}ll=4\geq 5,$
’
(1.7) For $\mu\subset^{(k,l)}\lambda$ , and for $i,$ $0\leq i\leq \mathrm{n}(\lambda/\mu)$ , let $h_{i}$ : STab$()k,l(\lambda/\mu)arrow\Lambda_{\mathrm{n}(\mu}^{(k,l)})+i$ be the map
such that $h_{i}(x)$ is the i-th component of $x$ , and let $f_{i}$ : STab$(k,l)(\lambda/\mu)arrow \mathrm{S}\mathrm{T}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{b}(k,l\rangle(\lambda/\mu)$
be the map such that $f_{i}(\mathrm{t})=(h_{0}(\mathrm{t}), \ldots, hi-1(\mathrm{t}), \nu, h_{i+1}(\mathrm{t}), \ldots, h\lambda\mu))\mathrm{n}(/$ if there exists an
element $\nu$ of $\Lambda^{(k,l)}$ with $h_{i-1}(\mathrm{t})\mathrm{C}_{+\mathrm{i}\nu}^{(kl})\subset\dotplus^{kl}()hi+1(\mathrm{t})$ and $\nu\not\simeq h_{i}(\mathrm{t})$ , and $f_{i}(\mathrm{t})=\mathrm{t}$ otherwise.
For $\alpha\subset_{+1}^{(k,l)}\beta \mathrm{C}_{+}^{(k}\mathrm{i}^{l}\gamma$) , put
$d(\alpha, \beta,\gamma)=\mathrm{C}(\alpha, \beta)-\mathrm{C}(\beta,\gamma)+\mathrm{r}(\beta,\gamma)-\mathrm{r}(\alpha,\beta)$ .
For $\mathrm{t}\in \mathrm{S}\mathrm{T}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{b}^{()}k,l(\lambda/\mu)$ and $i,$ $1\leq i\leq \mathrm{n}(\lambda/\mu)-1$ , put $\mathrm{d}(\mathrm{t};i)=d(h_{i}arrow 1(\mathrm{t}), hi(\mathrm{t}),$ $hi+1(\mathrm{t}))$ .
(1.8) For $q\in \mathrm{C}^{\mathrm{x}}$ , and for $d\in \mathrm{Z},$ $1\leq|d|\leq 1(q)-1_{\backslash }$, put
$b_{d}(q).=- \lim_{9zarrow}\frac{1-z}{1-z^{d}}$ ,
and let $c_{d}(q)\in\{w\in \mathrm{C}|{\rm Im} w>0\}\cup\{x\in \mathrm{R}|x\geq 0\}$ be such that
$c_{d}(q)^{2}=_{zq}1 \mathrm{i}_{\mathrm{l},arrow}\mathrm{n}\frac{z(1-z^{d}-1)(1-z^{d+1})}{(1-z^{d})^{2}}$ .
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Note that $b_{1}(q)=-1,$ $b_{-\mathrm{z}(q)=}q$ .
Theorem (1.9) ( $[\mathrm{W}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{Z}\mathrm{l}]\rangle$ . (i) Let $q\in \mathrm{C}^{\cross}$ , and let $k\in \mathrm{N}$ be such that $k\leq 1(q)-1$ .
Let $\mu,$ $\lambda\in\Lambda^{(k,1(q\rangle)}$ be such that $\mu\subset(k,1(q))\lambda$ . Let $V_{\lambda/\mu}^{(1()\rangle}k,q$ be a $\mathrm{C}$ -vector space with a $basi_{\mathit{8}}$
$\{v_{\mathrm{t}}|\mathrm{t}\in \mathrm{S}\mathrm{T}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{b}(k,1(q))(\lambda/\mu)\}$. Then there exists a representation $\pi_{\lambda}^{(_{\backslash }k,1\mathrm{t}9}/\mu$)) : $\mathrm{H}_{\mathrm{n}(\lambda/\mu}$ ) $(q)arrow$
$\mathrm{E}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{d}(V_{\lambda/}(k,1(q)))\mu$ of $\mathrm{H}_{\mathrm{n}(\lambda/)(q)}\mu$ such that
$\pi_{\lambda/\mu}^{(k,1}\mathrm{t}q))(T_{i})v_{\mathrm{t}}=\{$
$b_{\mathrm{d}\langle\iota};:)(q)v\mathrm{t}+c\mathrm{d}(\mathrm{t};i)(q)vf\mathrm{i}(\mathrm{t})$ if $f_{\dot{\mathrm{z}}}(\mathrm{t})\not\simeq \mathrm{t}$ ,
$b_{\mathrm{d}(\mathrm{t},i)}\backslash (q\rangle$$v\mathrm{t}$ otherwise
$(1\leq i\leq \mathrm{n}(\lambda/\mu)-1)$ .
(ii) For $\lambda\in \mathrm{A}^{(1(q))}$ , let $\pi_{\lambda}^{(1\langle q}$)
$\rangle$
$=\pi_{\lambda/\emptyset}^{((\lambda}\mathrm{k}$
),$1(q))$ . Then $\pi_{\lambda}^{(1}(q))$ is irreducible. For $\mu_{f}\lambda\in\Lambda_{n}^{(1(q\rangle)}$ ,
$\mu\not\simeq\lambda,$ $\pi_{\mu}^{(1(q)}\rangle$ and $\pi_{\lambda}^{(1(}q$)) are not equivalent.
(iii) Let $1(q)>n$ . Then $\mathrm{H}_{n}$ ($q\rangle$ is semisimple, $\Lambda_{n}^{(\iota(q\rangle}$) $=\Lambda_{n}$ , and $\{\pi_{\lambda}^{(1(q}))\}\lambda\in\Lambda_{n}\}i\mathit{8}a$
complete set of irreducible representation.$s$ of $\mathrm{H}_{n}(q)$ .
\S 2. Note on irreducible characters
(2.1) Denote by $\mathrm{H}_{n}(q)^{*}$ the $\mathrm{C}$-vector space of $\mathrm{C}$-linear maps of $\mathrm{H}_{n}(q)$ into C. If an
element $f\in \mathrm{H}_{n}(q)^{*}$ satisfies the condition such that
$\forall_{X},\forall_{\mathrm{Y}}\in \mathrm{H}_{n}(q)f(X\mathrm{Y}-\mathrm{Y}x)=0$ ,
we call $f$ a class function of $\mathrm{H}_{n}(q.)$ . Denote by $\mathrm{C}\mathrm{F}(\mathrm{H}_{n}(q))$ the set of the class functions
of $\mathrm{H}_{n}(q)$ . For $\lambda\in\Lambda_{n}^{(1(q))}$ , denote by $\chi_{\lambda}^{(1(q}$)) the character bace $0\pi_{\lambda}^{(1(q}$)). $l\mathrm{t}$ is clear that
$\chi_{\lambda}^{\langle 1}\in \mathrm{C}\mathrm{F}((q))\mathrm{H}n(q))$ .
For $k,$ $m\in \mathrm{N},$ $1\leq m<k\leq n$ , put
$S_{m,k}$ $=$ $(T_{k-m}\cdots T_{1})(\tau_{k-m}+1\ldots T_{2})\cdots(\tau_{k-}1\ldots\tau m)$
$=(T_{k-m}\cdots T_{k}-1)(Tk-m-1\ldots Tk-2)\cdots(\tau 1\ldots T_{m})$ .
Then we have $S_{m,k}T_{j}=T_{j-m}S_{m},k(m+1\leq j\leq k-1)$ and $S_{m,k}T_{i}=T_{k-m+i}S_{m},k$
$(1\leq i\leq m-1)$ .
For $a,$ $n\in \mathrm{N},$ $1<a<n$ , denote by $\iota_{a,n}$ the monomorphism of $\mathrm{H}_{a}(q)$ into $\mathrm{H}_{n}(q)$ such
that $\iota_{a,n}(T_{i})=T_{i}(l\leq i\leq a-1)$ . For $X\in \mathrm{H}_{a}(q),$ $\iota_{a,n}(X)$ wiil also be denoted by $X$ . For
$k,$ $m\in \mathrm{N},$ $1\leq m<k\leq n$ , and for $X\in \mathrm{H}_{a}(q),$ $\mathrm{Y}\in \mathrm{H}_{k-m}(q)$ , put
$X\#\mathrm{Y}=Xs_{k-m,k}Ys^{-1}k-m,k\in \mathrm{H}_{n}(q)$ .
For $f\in \mathrm{C}\mathrm{F}(\mathrm{H}_{n}(q))$ , we have
$f(X\#\mathrm{Y})=f(\mathrm{Y}sk-m,k\mathrm{x}-1sk-m,\iota.)=f(\mathrm{Y}Sm,kXs_{m}-,1k)=f(\mathrm{Y}\#^{x)}$.
We also have $f((X\#\mathrm{Y})\# z)=f(X\#(\mathrm{Y}\#^{z}))$ .
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Let $\chi_{\backslash /}^{(\mathrm{k}\langle\lambda},\mu$ ),$1(q\rangle)=$ Trace $0\pi_{\lambda/^{(\lambda}}^{(\mathrm{k}}\mu$),$1(q))$ . The following lemma is easily obtained by the
definition of $\pi^{(l)}$ .
Lemma (2.2) Let $k,$ $m\in \mathrm{N},$ $1<m<n$ , and $X\in \mathrm{R}_{m}(q\rangle, \mathrm{Y}\in \mathrm{H}_{k-n}(q)$ Let
$\lambda\in\Lambda^{(1(q)})$ . Then






(2.3) For $\lambda\in\Lambda_{n}^{(1(}q$)), denote by $e_{\lambda}^{(1\mathrm{t}q}\rangle$ ) a primitive idempotent of $\mathrm{H}_{n}(q)$ correspond-
ing to the irreducible representation $\kappa_{\lambda}^{(1(q)}$ ). For $k,$ $m,$ $n\in \mathrm{N},$ $1<m<n$ , and for
$\mu\in\Lambda_{m}^{(}k,1(q)),$ $\nu\in\Lambda_{n\sim m}^{(k,1(}q\rangle),$ $\lambda\in\Lambda_{n}^{(k,1(}q)),$
$\mu,$
$\nu\subseteq(k,1(q))\lambda$ , define the integer $d^{(k,1(q}$)) $(\lambda;\mu, \nu)$
to be $\chi_{\lambda}^{(k,1}(q))(e_{\mu}^{(}(q))\# 1e(1\mathrm{t}q\rangle\rangle)p=\chi_{\lambda/\mu\nu}^{(k,\iota}(q))(e^{((q})\rangle)1$ . Denote by $\mathrm{S}(\mathrm{N})$ the group of the bijective
maps of $\mathrm{N}$ onto itsself. Let $s_{i}\in \mathrm{S}(\mathrm{N})(i\in \mathrm{N})$ be the map such that $p_{i}(s_{i}(\alpha))=p_{i+1}(\alpha)$ ,
$p_{i+1}(S_{i}(\alpha))=p_{i}(\alpha)$ and $p_{j}(s_{i}(\alpha))=p_{j}(\alpha)(j\not\simeq i, i+1)$ . Let $s_{0}^{(k,\iota)}\in \mathrm{S}(\mathrm{N})(i\in \mathrm{N})$ be the
map such that $p_{\mathrm{I}}(s_{0}^{(l}(k,)\alpha))=p_{k}(\alpha)+l,$ $p_{k}(S^{(k,I}0()\alpha))=p_{1}(\alpha)-l$ and $p_{i}(s_{0^{k}}^{(,)}(l\alpha))=p_{j}(\alpha)$
$(j\not\simeq 1, k)$ . Let $lV^{(kl}\mathrm{t}$) be the subgroup of $\mathrm{S}(\mathrm{N})$ generated by $s_{0}^{(k,l)}$ and $s_{i}(1\leq i\leq k)$ .
Define $\delta(k)\in\lambda$ to be $(k-1, k-2, \ldots,1,\mathrm{o}, \ldots)$ . Goodman-Wenzl [GW] proved:
Theorem $(2.4)(\iota \mathrm{G}\mathrm{w}])$
$d^{(k,l)}( \lambda;\mu, \nu)=\sum_{\text{\’{e}} wW(k,t)}\mathrm{S}\mathrm{g}\mathrm{n}(w)d(k,i)(w(\lambda+\delta(k))-\delta(k);\mu, \nu)$ .
Since this identity is coincides with the Kac-Walton one, $d^{(k,l)}(\lambda;\mu, \nu)$ is the same as the
$\mathrm{S}\mathrm{U}(k)$-fusion coefficient with level $l-k$ (see [GW]).
(2.5) An element $\alpha$ of $\mathrm{Z}_{+}^{\infty}$ is called a composition if there exists $j\in \mathrm{N}$ such that $p_{i}(\alpha)>0$
for $i<j$ and $p_{k}(\alpha)=0$ for $k\geq j$ . Denote by $\Omega$ the set of the compositions. Let
$\omega$ : $\Omegaarrow\Lambda$ be the map such that $\alpha;(\alpha)=\sigma(\alpha)$ for some $\sigma\in \mathrm{S}(\mathrm{N})$ . Let $\Omega_{n}--\omega^{\sim 1}(\Lambda_{n})$ and
$\Omega’=\omega^{arrow 1}(\Lambda’)$ .
(2.6) The maps $\mathrm{k}o\omega,$ $\mathrm{n}\mathrm{o}\omega$ of $\Omega$ into $\mathrm{Z}_{+}$ win also be denoted by $\mathrm{k},$ $\mathrm{n}$ respectively.
For $\alpha\in\Omega’$ and $i,$ $1\leq i\leq \mathrm{k}(\alpha)$ , let $x_{i}( \alpha)=\sum_{1<j<i}pj(\alpha)\in \mathrm{Z}_{+}$ , and let $X(\alpha;i)$ be the
element of $\mathrm{H}_{\mathrm{n}(\alpha)}(q)$ such that $X(\alpha;i)=T_{1}T_{2}\cdot,$ $.\overline{T}_{p\mathrm{t}}\dot{4}\alpha)-1$ if $p_{i}(\alpha)\geq 2$ , and $X(\alpha;i)=1$ if
$p_{i}(\alpha)=1$ . Put
$X(\alpha)=X(\alpha;1)\#\cdots\# X(\alpha;\mathrm{k}(\alpha))$.
By the following theorem proved by $\mathrm{R}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{m}[\mathrm{R}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{m}]$ , we see that any class function $f$ : $\mathrm{H}_{n}(q)arrow$
$\mathrm{C}$ is determined only by the values $f(X(\lambda))(\lambda\in\Lambda_{n})$ .
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Theorem ($2.7\rangle([\mathrm{R}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{m}\mathrm{l})$. Let $n\in \mathrm{N}$ . Then
$\mathrm{v}_{X\in}\mathrm{H}_{n}(q)\exists_{X_{\lambda}\in\circ}(\lambda\in\Lambda n)\forall f\in \mathrm{C}\mathrm{p}(\mathrm{H}_{n}(q))$
$f(X)= \sum_{\lambda\in\Lambda_{n}}x\lambda f(c(\lambda))$
We can calculate the coefficients $x_{\lambda}’ \mathrm{s}$ via an inductive process.




As an immediate consequence of Lemma (2.2), we have:
Theorem (2.9) Let $\lambda\in\Lambda_{n}^{(k,l)}$ . Let $\alpha\in\Omega_{n}$ . Then
$x_{\lambda}((k.l)X( \alpha))=.\sum_{k)\ldots\subset(,1(,-\mathrm{I}))_{\mu_{\gamma}=}\rangle\lambda}.\prod_{i=1}\Delta(k,1(q)\phi=\mu 0\subset p\langle*(k,1\langle g)\alpha)=\mathrm{n}(\mu*/\mu;(\rangle\mu i/\mu_{i-1}r)$
.
$\mathrm{R}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{m}[\mathrm{R}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{m}]$ gave an explicit formula of $\triangle(k,1(q))(\mu_{i}/\mu_{i-1})$ for $1(q)>\mathrm{n}(\lambda)$ .
\S 3. Main result
(3.1) Let $l=1(q)$ . In \S 3, $a\equiv b$ means $a-b\in l\mathrm{Z}$ . For $\lambda\in\Lambda^{(k,1(q)}\rangle$ , $\Delta(\lambda/\phi)$ will
also be denoted by $\{p_{1}(\lambda), .\gamma.,p\mathrm{k}(\lambda)(\lambda)\}$. If $\mathrm{k}(\lambda)=2$ , we have:
$\{r, r-a\}=$
$J-q^{-a-3}$ $r\equiv-1$
$q^{-a-2}$ $a\geq 1,$ $r\equiv 0$
$q^{-a-2}+q^{a-}1$ $a=0,$ $r\equiv a$
$-q^{a}$ $r\equiv a+1$
$0$ otherwise
(3.2) If $\mathrm{k}(\lambda)=3$ , we have:
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\S 4. On Littlewood-Richardson rule
(4.1) In this section, we use terminology in [Macdonald]. Let $\mu\subset\lambda$ . Denote by $\mathrm{L}\mathrm{P}(\lambda/\mu)$
the set of the lattice permutations of shape $\lambda/\mu$ . For $\mathrm{z}\in \mathrm{L}\mathrm{P}(\lambda/\mu)$ and $\nu\in\Lambda_{\mathrm{n}(\lambda/\mu}$),
let $\mathrm{L}\mathrm{P}(\lambda/\mu;\nu)$ be the set of the lattice permutations of shape $\lambda/\mu$ and weight $\nu$ . It is
well-known that the $\mathrm{c}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{T}\mathrm{d}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{T}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{y}$of $\mathrm{L}\mathrm{P}(\lambda/\mu;\nu)$ is equal to $d^{(k,1(q)}$ ) $(\lambda;\mu, \nu)$ for $1(q\rangle>\mathrm{n}(\lambda\rangle$ .
See [Macdonald].
(4.2) The set $\mathrm{L}\mathrm{P}([2^{1}3^{1}4^{1}]/[2])$ consists of the lattice pernutations
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 2 , 1 1 2 , 1 2 2 , 1 2 2
2 2 2 3 2 3 3 3
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The weights of the first, the second, the third, and the fourth lattice permutations are
$[3^{1}4^{1}],$ $[1^{1}2^{1}4^{1}|, [1^{1}3^{2}],$ [$2^{2}3^{1}1$ , respectively.
Theoren (4.3) Let $\mu,$ $\lambda\in\Lambda^{(3,l)}$ be such that $\mu\subset(3,t\rangle$ $\lambda$ . Assume $p_{1}(\mu)-p2(\mu)\leq 1$ .
For $\mathrm{z}\in \mathrm{L}\mathrm{P}(\lambda/\mu)$ , let $\mathrm{z}_{j}\dot{.}$’ be the Arabic figure at $(i,j)- p\mathrm{o}Sition$, and let $\mathrm{b}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{t}(\lambda/\mu;a)$ be the
number $ofj’ s$ such that $\mathrm{z}_{3j}=a$ . Denote by $\mathrm{Y}^{(3,1}(q))\langle\lambda/\mu$) the set of the lattice permutations
$\mathrm{z}\in \mathrm{L}\mathrm{P}(\lambda/\mu)$ such that
(1) $\mathrm{b}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{t}(\lambda/\mu;1)+1+p_{1}(\lambda)-p_{3}(\lambda)\leq 1(q)-3$ if $p_{1}(\mu)=p_{2}(\mu)+1,$ $\mathrm{z}_{2_{P1}(\mu)},=1$ ,
$\mathrm{z}_{3,p_{1}(\mu)}=2$ ,
(2) $\mathrm{b}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{t}(\lambda/\mu;1)+1+p1(\lambda)-p_{3}(\lambda)\leq 1(q)-3$ if $p_{1}(\mu)=p_{2}(\mu)+1,$ $\mathrm{Z}_{2p_{1()}},\mu=1$ ,
$\mathrm{z}_{3,p_{1}(\mu)}\not\simeq 2,$ $\mathrm{b}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{t}(\lambda/\mu;2)=p_{1}(\lambda)-p2(\lambda)+1$ ,
(3) $\mathrm{b}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{t}(\lambda/\mu;1\rangle$ $+1+p_{1}(\lambda\rangle$ $-p_{3}(\lambda)\leq 1(q)-3$ otherwise.
Then $d^{(3,1}(q))(\lambda;\mu, \nu)$ is equal to the number of the $element_{\mathit{8}}$ of $\mathrm{Y}^{(3,1(q)\rangle}(\lambda/\mu)$ whose weights
are $\nu$ .
Example (10.3). On $Y^{(3,1(q\rangle}$ ) $([7110112^{1}]/[5^{2}])$ . We $\mathrm{s}\mathrm{h}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{U}$ only write $a$ $bcde$ for
1 1 1 1 1 1 1
$\mathrm{z}=$ 2 2 2 2 2
a $bcde33$
$(x, y, z)$ denotes weight. Then it consists of:
$1(q)\geq 8,$ $(7,7,5)$ 22333,
$1(q)\geq 9,$ $(8,6,5)$ 12333, (8, 7, 4) 12233,
$1(q)\geq 10,$ $(9_{J}.5,5)$ 11333, (9, 6, 4) 11233, (9, 7, 3) 11223,
$1(q)\geq 11,$ $(10,5,4)$ 11133, (10, 6, 3) 11123, (10, 7, 2) 11122,
$1(q)\geq 12,$ $(11,5,3)$ 11113, (11, 6, 2) 11112,
$1(q)\geq 13,$ $(12,5,2)$ 11111,
Example (10.4). On $\mathrm{Y}^{(3,1(q}$)) $([6191111]/[3^{1}4^{1}])$ .
1 1 1 1 1 1 1
$\mathrm{z}=$ a 2 2 2 2 2
$bcde3$ $3$
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$1(q.)\geq 8,$ $(7,6,6)33332$ , (7, 7, 5) $23\mathrm{s}^{2}s$ , (8, 6, 5) 23331, (8, 7, 4) 22331,
$1(q)\geq 9,$ $(8,6,5)1S\mathrm{s}^{2}\mathrm{a}$ , (8, 7, 4) 12332 , (8, 8,3) 22231, (9, 5, 5) 13331, (9, 6,4) $12\theta 31,$ $(9,7,3)$
1
1223 ’
$1(q)\geq 10,$ $(9,6,4)11332$ , (9, 7,3) 11232 , (9,8, 2) 12221, (10, 5, 4) 11331, (10, 6, 3) 11231,
$1(q)\geq 11,$ $(10,6,3)11132$ , (10, 7, 2) 11221 , (11, 5,3) 11131 ,
$1(q)\geq 12,$ $(11,6,2)11121$
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